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Abstract:
We report on a study of polarization-modulation experiments on the 4→ 3
hyperfine component of the D1 transition in Cs vapor contained in a
paraffin-coated cell. The laser beam’s polarization was switched between
left- and right-circular polarization at a rate of 200 Hz. Variations of the
transmitted light power were recorded while varying the amplitude of a
transverse magnetic field. The power shows electromagnetically induced
transparency (EIT) resonances when the atomic Larmor frequency matches
a harmonic of the modulation frequency. We made a quantitative study
of the resonance amplitudes with square-wave modulations of various
duty cycles, and find an excellent agreement with recent algebraic model
predictions.
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1. Introduction
In 1961 Bell and Bloom have shown [1] that amplitude modulated circularly polarized optical
resonance radiation can induce magnetic resonance transitions in the atomic ground state. The
effect manifests itself as Lorentzian-shaped resonances in the light power transmitted by the
atomic vapor, when the amplitude B of an applied static transverse (with respect to the light
propagation direction) magnetic field is varied. Resonances occur when the Larmor frequency
ωL = ±g |B| matches the intensity modulation frequency ωmod , where g is the gyromagnetic
factor of the atomic ground state.
When modeling the effect, Bell and Bloom used a sinusoidal amplitude modulation. Us-
ing, on the other hand, a square wave intensity modulation that contains all harmonics of
the fundamental frequency ωmod will lead to a richer spectrum in which resonances oc-
cur at ωL = ±mωmod . In recent years, phase-sensitive detection was used to record such
amplitude-modulation resonance spectra with an improved signal/noise ratio (compared to Bell
and Bloom’s low-pass filtered detection), either by direct lock-in detection of the transmitted
power [2] or in combination with polarization analysis [3].
Related magnetic resonance spectra can also be obtained by modulating either the light fre-
quency [4] or polarization [5,6]. Weis and Grujic´ [7] have recently developed analytical expres-
sion for the positions, amplitudes, and shapes of magnetic resonances produced by amplitude-,
frequency-, or polarization-modulation with arbitrary duty cycle. Such modulation schemes
have been referred to generically as phase resonances [8, 9].
The underlying physics of phase resonances is the creation of atomic spin polarization by op-
tical pumping, where the light modulation is equivalent to a modulation of the optical pumping
efficiency. The magnetic field induces a precession of the induced polarization and the resonant
structure of the transmitted intensity results from the interplay of the periodic polarization cre-
ation process and the field-induced polarization dynamics. In the simplest implementation, the
same light beam is used to create the spin polarization and to detect its alteration by the mag-
netic interaction. The magnetic resonance lines can be observed on one hand in the DC (i.e.,
low-pass filtered) power transmitted by the medium, and on the other hand as oscillations of the
transmitted power at harmonics of the modulation frequency. In the latter case, the resonances
can be recorded by a phase-sensitive analysis of the power. This detection scheme will not be
addressed here.
The present paper reports on a study of the simplest variant of polarization-modulation res-
onances that uses a single laser beam and low-pass filtered detection of the transmitted laser
power. This scheme is equivalent to the original Bell-Bloom experiment, in which the sinu-
soidal power modulation has been replace by a square wave polarization modulation.
There is a growing interest in magnetic sublevel spectroscopy using amplitude-, frequency-,
or polarization-modulation, which is motivated by the development of so-called ‘magnetically-
silent’ magnetometers. In contrast to the classical double resonance magnetometers [16], in
which an oscillating magnetic field drives transitions between magnetic sublevels, magneti-
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cally silent magnetometers are all-optical devices, which do not require the application of an
oscillating field. In general, all-optical devices have distinctive advantages for compact sensor
geometries, or for operating sensors under harsh experimental conditions, such as in vacuum or
near a high voltage conductor. The signals reported here may find application for a novel type
of silent magnetometer.
2. Model
In a recent paper, algebraic expressions for the line shapes of magnetic resonance spectra
induced by circular polarization-modulated light in a transverse magnetic field B have been
derived [7]. The basic experimental configuration of polarization modulation spectroscopy is
shown on the left of Fig.1. The beam of a single mode laser whose frequency is actively sta-
bilized to an atomic transition traverses an atomic medium of length L. A polarization modu-
lator is used to periodically flip the helicity ξ (t) of the circular light polarization at frequency
ωmod . It was shown in [7] that the magnetic field dependence of the transmitted light power,
P(ωL ∝ |B|), contains both time-independent and time-dependent contributions.
The time-independent Bell-Bloom type signals of interest here consist of a magnetic field
independent background and an infinite series of absorptive resonances given by
P(ωL) = (1−κ0L)P0+ακ0L P
2
0
PS
∞
∑
m=−∞
g2mLm(ωL) (1)
≡ (1−κ0L)P0+
∞
∑
m=−∞
AmLm(ωL) , (2)
where P0 and P are the laser power before and after the cell, respectively, κ0, the resonant
absorption coefficient of the vapor, and α , the atomic polarization (orientation) analyzing power
introduced in [10], which depends on the atomic transition to which the laser frequency is tuned.
The factors Am ∝ g2m represent the amplitudes of the Lorentzian resonances
Lm(ωL) =
γ2
(mωmod −ωL)2+ γ2 , (3)
centered at ωL = mωmod , where the linewidth γ represents the (transverse) coherence relax-
ation rate, assumed in [7] to be equal to the longitudinal relaxation rate. The constants gm are
the Fourier coefficients of the polarization modulation function ξ (t). We note that Eq. (2) was
derived for optically thin media (κ0L 1) in the low power limit, for which the resonance am-
plitudes are proportional to P20 . In Eq. (1), PS denotes the saturation power for optical pumping,
which is related to the optical pumping rate γp by γp = γP0/PS.
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Fig. 1. Left: schematic principle of polarization-modulation experiment. Right: the time-
symmetric polarization modulation function ξ (t) with representation of duty cycle η .
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2.1. The polarization modulation function
In the experiments, the helicity ξ of the light is periodically switched between σ+ and σ−, cor-
responding to ξ =+1 and ξ =−1. The right part of Fig. 1 shows the corresponding modulation
function with period Tmod = 2π ω−1mod for an arbitrary duty cycle η , corresponding to the frac-
tional time during which the light is σ+-polarized. The model calculations [7] were performed
for a symmetric, ξ (t) = ξ (−t), modulation function so that the Fourier series is composed
purely of cosines
ξ (t) =
+∞
∑
m=−∞
gm(η) cos(mωmod t) , (4)
with η-dependent coefficients
gm=0(η) = 2η −1 and gm=0(η) = 2
π
sin(π mη)
m
. (5)
With arbitrary duty cycles, the resonance amplitudes become η-dependent, and we define rela-
tive resonance amplitudes as
Rm(η) =
Am(η)
A1(0.5)
=
g2m(η)
g21(0.5)
=
⎧⎪⎪⎨
⎪⎪⎩
[
π(2η −1)
2
]2
m= 0 (6)
sin2 (πmη)
m2
m = 0 (7)
For a 50% duty cycle (η = 0.5) the only non-zero amplitudes are Rm(0.5) = m−2 with odd m.
In this symmetric modulation case, one thus expects to observe no zero field (m = 0) Hanle
resonance.
3. Experimental apparatus
Figure 2 shows a schematic diagram of the experimental apparatus. The experiments were
performed with light from an 894 nm diode laser (Toptica DL100L, distributed feedback laser)
whose frequency was actively locked to the Fg = 4→ Fe = 3 hyperfine transition of the cesium
D1 line using a Doppler-free dichroic atomic vapor laser lock (DAVLL) technique [11, 12].
The laser beam was carried by a polarization maintaining fiber to the experiment proper and
split by a polarizing beam splitter cube into two beams of approximately equal intensity. The
power of one beam, monitored by a photodiode PDref, served as a reference sensor for back-
ground subtraction and common mode noise suppression. The polarization of the second beam
was modulated between right (σ−) and left (σ+) handed circular polarization by an electro-
optic modulator (Thorlabs, model EO-AM-NR-C1 with model HVA200 driver). The EOM was
driven by a square wave with adjustable duty cycle delivered by a waveform generator (Keith-
ley, model 3390). The degree of circular polarization of the two orthogonal polarization states
(σ±) was better than 95%. The transverse intensity profile of the laser beam was determined by
the EOM’s 2 mm clear aperture.
The polarization-modulated beam traversed an evacuated 30 mm diameter spherical glass
cell containing cesium vapor at ambient temperature. The inner walls of the cell were coated
with a thin layer of paraffin to reduce spin depolarization by wall collisions. The properties
and preparation procedure of the cells are described in [13]. The cell was mounted in an ≈1 m
long double-layer cylindrical μ-metal shield without end-caps and with an innermost diam-
eter of ≈200 mm. Two pairs of rectangular coils in Helmholtz configuration and a solenoid
mounted inside the shield served to apply a magnetic field in an arbitrary direction and to com-
pensate residual magnetic fields. Coil calibration and residual field compensation procedures
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Fig. 2. Block diagram of experimental apparatus. BS: beam splitter; DFB laser: distributed
feedback laser; EOM: electro-optic modulator; I/V: transimpedance amplifier; LP: linear
polarizer; NF: neutral density filter; MFC: magnetic field control PBS: polarizing beam
splitter; PDsig and PDref: signal and reference photodiodes; PID: proportional-integral-
differential feedback controller; PMF: polarization maintaining fiber.
are described in [14]. The current through the Helmholtz coil used to vary the field By in the
horizontal plane (cf. Fig. 2) was controlled by a ramp from a waveform generator (Agilent,
model 33220A) via a voltage-controlled current source. The scan speed dνL/dt was on the or-
der of 20–40 Hz/s in order to avoid signal distortions due to the long relaxation time (tens of
ms) of the spin polarization in the coated cells [10].
The light transmitted through the cell was detected by the signal photodiode PDsig. The
components in the top left box of Fig. 2 served to control the power in the experiment and in
the reference channel as follows: the polarizer LP1 defines the polarization after the fiber, the
half-wave plate 1 controls the power P0 sent the experiment and the half-wave plate 2 optimizes
the production of circularly polarized light by the EOM. Finally, the polarizer LP2 is used to
balance Ssig and Sref when the laser frequency is tuned away from the absorption line. The
signals from the photodiodes PDref and PDsig were amplified by transimpendance amplifiers
(Femto, model DLPCA-200) with an effective feedback resistor of 1 MΩ.
The electronic difference signal ΔS = Ssig − Sref is low-pass filtered by an SRS (model
SIM965) analog filter with a cutoff frequency of 10 Hz to suppress the time dependent signal
components. This differential detection scheme improves the S/N ratio by more than an order
of magnitude and allows observation of up to m = 21 harmonics.
4. Experimental results
All experiments were carried out at a fixed σ+/σ− modulation frequency ωmod /2π = 200 Hz,
chosen such as to minimize both the overlap of adjacent resonance lines and the total field
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domain to be examined.
4.1. Spectra
Polarization modulation spectra were recorded by scanning the magnetic field By over a range
covering the resonances at ωL = (0 . . .5)ωmod . The signals Ssig, Sref, ΔS and the magnetic field
controlling voltage ramp were recorded by a digital oscilloscope (Agilent, model DSO6014A)
and averaged over 20 minutes, yielding the time averaged signals ΔS= 〈Ssig−Sref〉. According
to Eq. (2), the experimental signal ΔS is related to the theoretical expression by the proportion-
ality
ΔS(η) ∝ P(ωL)−P0 =−κ0LP0+
∞
∑
m=−∞
Am(η)Lm(ωL) , (8)
and thus consists of a series of equi-spaced resonances centered at ωL =mωmod superposed on
a field independent background.
Fig. 3. Polarization modulation spectra represented as magnetic field dependence of the
transmitted laser power (incident laser P0 = 1.0 μW) for different modulation duty cycles
η . The insets show the theoretical spectra. Both experimental and theoretical spectra are
normalized, after background subtraction, as discussed in the text.
Figure 3 shows a series of experimental spectra for nine different values of the duty cycle
η at an incident laser power P0 = 1.0 μW. Each experimental spectrum was fitted by a sum
of absorptive Lorentzian functions on a constant background, according to Eq. (8). The fitted
background is subtracted in the spectra displayed in Fig. 3. For the fits we have imposed identi-
cal widths on all resonances at positions ωL = 0, while the ωL = 0 Hanle resonance was allowed
a different width. We have found that the Hanle linewidth is smaller than the other resonances,
a fact that we will address in more detail in Sec. 4.4. The fits thus yield the amplitudes Aexpm (η)
of all resonances, as well as two linewidths.
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The spectra shown in the figure are normalized to the fitted amplitude Aexp1 (0.5) of the m = 1
resonance at ωL = ωmod observed with 50% duty cycle. The magnetic field, i.e., Larmor fre-
quency dependence is represented in units of the modulation frequency (m= ωL/ωmod).
The inset in each plot represents the corresponding theoretical spectrum, plotted with relative
amplitudes given by Eqs. (6,7) and linewidths determined from the fits. The identical vertical
scales of all spectra allow one not only to appreciate the relative intensities of the harmonic
signals for a given value of η , but also the relative intensities of spectra recorded for different
values of η . We note the symmetry of the η and 1−η spectra predicted by the model.
4.2. Relative amplitudes
The array of plots shown in Fig. 4 represents the dependence of the relative amplitudes
Rexpm (η) = Aexpm (η)/Aexp1 (0.5) of the Hanle resonance (m=0) and the harmonics m = 1 . . .5 on
the duty cycle η . Data are shown for P0 = 1 μW and 3 μW, respectively. The experimental am-
plitudes Aexpm are taken from the fits as described in the previous paragraph. A cosine function
is then fitted to the η-dependence of Aexp1 (η), and the fit value at η = 0.5 is used to normalize
all data.
Fig. 4. Dependence of the relative resonance amplitudes on the duty cycle η for the
resonances at m = ωL/ωmod = 0 . . .5. Data were recorded with an incident laser power
P0 = 1 μW (top 6 graphs, green dots) and 3 μW (bottom 6 graphs, red squares), respec-
tively. The dots/squares represent the normalized experimental amplitudes and the solid
lines show the model predictions.
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The solid lines lines represent the η-dependencies given by Eq. (6,7). One sees that, except
for the m = 0 Hanle resonance, there is an excellent agreement with the model predictions. The
slight disagreement of the Hanle data will be addressed in paragraph 4.4 below.
4.3. Power dependence
The model predictions developed in [7] were derived in the low light power limit. Equation (2)
shows that in that limit the resonance amplitudes are proportional to P20 . In order to ensure that
the experiments were carried out within the model’s domain of validity, we have studied the
dependence of the amplitude Aexp1 (0.5) on the incident laser power P0. The results are shown in
the left part of Fig. 5, together with a polynomial fit. The dashed line in the low power region
(shown as inset) represents the Aexp1 (0.5) ∝ P
2
0 part of the fitted polynomial.
One sees that up to 1 μW, the amplitude has dominantly a quadratic power dependence,
while at 3 μW the experimental amplitude is≈2 times smaller than the value from the quadratic
extrapolation (dashed line). The model predictions should thus reproduce well the experimental
findings up to P0 = 1 μW, while one might expect some deviations at higher power. However,
the experimental results of Fig. 4 show that the relative amplitudes are also well reproduced by
the model at 3 μW.
Fig. 5. Left: dependence of the (m= 1,η = 0.5)-resonance amplitude on the incident laser
power P0. The solid squares are experimental amplitudes and the solid line is a polynomial
fit. The inset is a zoom into the low power region. The dashed line represents the quadratic
term of the fit. Right: Dependence of the half-width of the (m = 1,η = 0.5) resonance on
laser power. The dashed line is a linear fit to the data below 6 μW.
We have also performed an experiment with P0 = 15 μW, i.e., a power level for which the
absolute resonance amplitudes show already a strong saturation according to Fig. 5. Analysis
of those data (not shown here) reveals still an excellent agreement of the experimental relative
amplitudes with the model predictions. We thus conclude that our model predictions give an
excellent description of the relative amplitudes up to a (saturating) power of 15 μW, while the
absolute amplitudes show a quadratic power dependence only up to 1 μW.
The right part of Fig. 5 shows the power broadening of the m = 1 resonance which, as ex-
pected, deviates from a linear dependence but in a manner less pronounced than the amplitude
saturation behavior shown on the left. One expects that the power broadening is independent
of η , since changes in duty cycle do not alter the average power of the atom–light interac-
tion, in contrast to corresponding experiments using amplitude or frequency modulation. This
is confirmed by the solid dot data of Fig. 6 below.
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4.4. Hanle resonance
According to the model predictions of Eq. (5), one expects no m = 0 Hanle resonance for a
50% duty cycle modulation. However, the experimental spectrum (graph for η = 0.5 in Fig. 3)
shows a pronounced resonance at ωL = 0. We believe that this resonance is due to atomic
alignment (tensor spin polarization) produced by optical pumping with the circularly polarized
beam. Since the model calculations [7] assumed atomic orientation (vector polarization) only,
it is clear that they are not able to predict any alignment-based resonance.
Alignment based Hanle resonances excited with linearly polarized light have been studied in
detail [15]. The By field used in our experiments is orthogonal to the alignment (oriented along
the light propagation kˆ), and the model of [15] predicts the following lineshape for the zero
field alignment resonance
B(ωL) ∝
γ2
(2ωL)2+ γ2
, (9)
i.e., a Lorenzian whose width is half the width of the orientation-based resonances described by
Eq. (3), provided that the alignment and orientation relax at the same rate γ . One thus expects
that the m = 0 Hanle resonance consists of a narrower resonance due to alignment only for
η = 0.5, while for η = 0.5 the Hanle resonance would be formed by a weighted average of
two Lorentzians of different widths. We have not attempted to fit two superposed resonances of
different widths to the Hanle peaks, but used a single resonance for all values of η .
Fig. 6. Dependence of the linewidth γ/2π of the m = 0 Hanle resonances (open dots) and
the m = 0 resonances (solid dots) on the duty cycle η . Data taken at P0 = 1.0 μW.
Based on the above, one expects the width of the Hanle resonance to change with η . The
results shown in Fig. 6 confirm this hypothesis. The figure compares the dependence of the
m = 0 and m = 0 linewidths on the duty cycle η . While the m = 0 widths do not depend
on η , the Hanle linewidth smoothly evolves from a smaller value at η = 0.5, to the value
of the m = 0 resonances as η approaches 0 and 1. As discussed in [7], the production and
detection of alignment by circularly polarized is less efficient than the production and detection
of orientation on the 4→3 hyperfine transition. For η →0 and η →1 one thus expects the
orientation contribution to dominate over the alignment contribution.
5. Summary and conclusion
We have studied polarization modulation resonances on the 4 → 3 hyperfine component of
the Cs D1 transition in a transverse magnetic field. When the light polarization is periodically
switched between left- and right-circular polarization we observe a spectrum of resonances at
which the vapor’s transmission is enhanced. This observation can be interpreted in terms of
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electromagnetically induced transparency (EIT), which occurs when the modulation frequency
ωmod and the atomic Larmor frequency ωL fulfill the resonance condition ωL = mωmod . With
a 50% modulation duty cycle resonances occur only at odd harmonics m, while for other duty
cycles we observe both even and odd harmonics. The amplitudes of the different harmonics
have a characteristic oscillatory dependence on the duty cycle that is well described by an
algebraic model. At low incident light power, the amplitudes of all harmonics scale with the
square of the power and fully saturate (under our conditions) for power levels above 15 μW.
We find that our model gives nonetheless a satisfactory description of the relative harmonic
amplitudes even for saturating power levels. A slight discrepancy between experimental and
theoretical signal amplitudes for the m = 0 level crossing resonance is traced back to a (small)
signal contribution from atomic alignment that is not included in our theory. We are in the
process of extending our model calculation to spin-aligned media. This should allow us for a
quantitative interpretation of the particular feature of the Hanle resonance.
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